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Services for high pressure plants

Uhde High Pressure Technologies GmbH
Buschmühlenstr. 20 � 58093 Hagen
Telefon 02331 967-0 � Fax 02331 967-370
www.uhde-hpt.com � info@uhde-hpt.com
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Keep – Regain – Improve – Support

Uhde High Pressure Technologies
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We service all high pressure components and plants
Worldwide service performances for the reliable operation of
your high-pressure plant

O&M
services
System
services
Performance
services
Consulting
services

Optimum plant design and perfect components are the
prerequisites for long life cycle and continuously high
performance of the process. However, when high-pressure technologies are applied (especially in the chemical
and petrochemical industries), reliability and life cycle of
all equipment components are also defined by numerous
“soft“ factors.
Know-how, experience and a comprehensive offer
On the basis of technological know-how, long-term
experience and a comprehensive offer concerning
service performances Uhde High Pressure Technology
(HPT) supports clients all over the world to maintain
the technical and economic efficiencies of an industrial
plant over its entire life cycle. Das Spektrum unserer
Service-Leistungen reicht von der regelmäßigen Wartung
und Inspektion über Schulungen und Trainings bis zu
Reparaturen und dem Austausch einzelner Komponenten im Schadensfall. Damit leisten wir einen großen
Beitrag, die kontinuierliche Produktivität sicherzustellen
und Ausfallzeiten zu minimieren.

To help you stay at the latest level of
the state of the art
Influences of time are not only effective in the form of
corrosion; alterations to outer determining factors influence the value of a plant considerably: new technical
developments, aggravated legal requirements and
environmental standards as well as shifts in the market
surroundings can decrease the competitiveness of a
production location considerably. By means of tailormade conceptions for restorations and modernizations
of complete plants or individual components we help our
customers remain at the latest level of the state of the art
and be able to meet new challenges in competition.
Technical service agreement
Our Technical Service Agreement offers security to
our customers: on the basis of long-term contracts we
perform regular maintenance works and inspections.
The early detection of damages or flaws and detailed
knowledge of the state of the plant are used as a basis
for planned maintenance activities. They contribute to
the increase in plant availability and reduction of unplanned downtimes.

SERVICES
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O&M service
Inspection and maintenance

Even the best high-pressure equipment requires regular
inspections and maintenance works. Uhde HPT can
be charged with them completely up to a new commissioning.
In-house routine: training of your personnel
Alternatively, we offer you to train your staff to allow the
in-house performance of all regular routine works. Training is performed at the Hagen location or at your place
and especially imparts the understanding of the specific
structure of your individual plant. Following the training
course your staff members will be familiar with the
function of the central control system and the interaction
of the components. Major elements of the theoretical and
practical training courses are:
• the understanding of the functioning principles and
our planning documents
• important safety instructions
• operation of the equipment in automatic and
manual modes
• regular maintenance and inspection
Ideally, problems are detected before they have negative
effects on operations. Regular inspections prevent
downtimes already beforehand and create the basis for
uninterrupted processes. Should failures occur nevertheless, the Uhde HPT Repair Service will support you
immediately.
Inspections: solving problems before they
come into being
The operation of high-pressure equipment requires that
safety ranks first. Usually, all high-pressure components

must be tested regularly to make them continuously
meet the safety level at the time of initial commissioning.
To meet legal requirements and also observe the operator’s economic interests the necessary inspection routines and test intervals are defined in cooperation with
the supervisory authorities. Uhde HPT will readily support you with the performance of inspections which includes the relevant engineering. The inspection depends
on the relevant equipment and application – it usually
includes the following items:
internal or external corrosion and / or erosion
damage by pulsations and mechanical vibrations
pressure / temperature, e.g. in case of decomposition
release of substances detrimental to harm
each material fatigue by changing loads

In the course of the inspection the following items
are performed for example: FE, MP, UT, ET and visual
inspections. Upon completion Uhde HPT issues a documentation in which the elements inspected, inspection
processes and results are recorded. They are the basis
for recommendations and, if required, actions for the
restoration of the usual operational state are defined.

KEEP
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System service
Overhaul, repair service and spare parts

Overhaul: frequently cheaper than new purchase
After the end of service life has been reached by your
equipment or individual components, overhauling is
cheaper than a new procurement in a great number
of cases. As the elementary structure of the plant
and partly even its partial components remain, steel
constructions and piping connections can e.g. still be
used. As the engineering expenditures for planning and
erection frequently are the major portion of the overall
investment, the economic benefit of overhauling is plain
to see. A new sheathing of existing high-pressure pipes
is also frequently cheaper and easier to do than a new
procurement and new installation.
Overhauling can be recommended for the following
components:
High-pressure pumps
High-pressure valves
High-pressure pump heads
High-pressure components (pump heads, valve etc.)
Tanks, heat exchangers, jacketed high-pressure pipes

With the exception of the complete overhaul of the
entire equipment at our workshop most works can be
performed on site during the normal disable due to
maintenance.
Repair service: from failure analysis to test run
Ideally, problems are detected before they have negative
effects on operations. Regular inspections prevent
downtimes already beforehand and create the basis for
uninterrupted processes. Should failures occur nevertheless, the Uhde HPT Repair Service will support you
immediately.
Defective parts of a high-pressure system like e.g.
valves, pumps, tanks or autoclave reactors need not
necessarily be replaced.

In most cases repair works are more economic. With
respect to components which can be returned to our
workshop Uhde HPT offers a complete repair service:
we already support you during the failure detection and
prepare a well-founded analysis of failures and causes.
Subsequent repair works are performed including all
necessary and potential certifications and tests, at the
high standards of new Uhde HPT products.
In case of urgent repairs Uhde HPT will be on hand to
conclude repair works at shortest notice.
Of course, we also perform repair works on site. Apart
from the optimization and restoration of sealing surfaces
we analyze structural components, look after the assembly and disassembly of components, support you with
the restart of operations.
Spare parts service: availability of the entire life
cycle of the plant
Our spare parts service helps us make sure that repair
works can also be performed many years after the
first commissioning: Uhde HPT still supplies parts for
machines which are older than 40 years.
We support you with orders for the correct spare parts
and supply high-quality products fitting in your individual
plant on the one hand and meeting the current technological standards on the other.
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Performance service
Optimized processes for your success

Due to technological progress, altered environmental
standards and changing market conditions it is
frequently required that plant technology is adapted or
the productivity of a plant is increased. Uhde HPT is
the proper contact name, if you want to optimize processes, increase energy efficiency or would like to
enlarge the capacity of your plant. In case of modernization or expansion Uhde HPT accompanies you from the
analysis and the first pre-decisions through the entire
process and supports you for the long-term successful
assertion in competition.
Economic: from the plan to implementation
To allow you the evaluation of the economic efficiency of
restructuring beforehand we accompany you during the
first step, i.e. the assessment of the necessary expenditure as to process technology, the retrofitting of plants,
control accuracy and safety on a well-founded basis.
Laser measurements on site are applied to acquire the
necessary data for the replacement of pipes; we prepare
3D layouts and perform pipe strain analyses.
In cooperation with other TKIS affiliates we also acquire
all thinkable possibilities and create the prerequisite for a
tailor-made conception. In that project phase the use of
computer-aided simulation models permits the optimization of process parameters already in theory and the
calculation of how performances and efficiency can be
improved and costs can be reduced.
Fast and efficient: individual solutions tailor-made
On the basis of our know-how and experience gained in
engineering we will develop – in cooperation with you –
individual solutions for the later integration of plant components meeting your expectations and requirements by
any account. As to the concrete implementation of the
modernized or extended design we shape and control
the entire related process – from the preliminary works
via purchasing, design and manufacture until assembly
and monitoring of the works – including a problem-free
transitional phase till the complete termination of the
project and the start-up.

IMPROVE
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Consulting service
Competence with all questions concerning
high-pressure technology
Service

As the market leader for high-pressure technology
Uhde HPT also convinces by its comprehensive consulting competence concerning all questions resulting from
planning and the application of this technology: we offer
comprehensive consulting services which pay from
failure analyses via the development of solutions till the
training of your personnel and persons of contact on site.
Profit from the know-how of the entire
ThyssenKrupp group
For the servicing of existing high-pressure plants have
recourse to the competence of an experienced manufacturer who has been innovatively and successfully active
on the market for decades.
Reliable maintenance / servicing is the basis for a strategy meant to optimize the saving of costs, safety and
availability. We readily support you with our experienced
supervisors.
Owing to the cooperation based on partnership with the
ThyssenKrupp group and its affiliates you will also profit
from consulting, engineering and implementation of the
performance capability and the know-how of the entire
ThyssenKrupp Industrial Solutions. By request we develop a tailor-made solution for your plant in cooperation
with you and all parties involved.
An ideal possibility to make up your own competence
team optimally.

A service agreement
concluded with Uhde HPT
secures your investment
for decades
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Theory and practice: we train your personnel
Even the best high-pressure applications are only as
good as the staff members operating them. The training
of your personnel helps you assure the problem-free
process and maintain or increase the performance capability of the plant.
Our theoretical and practical training courses – which
we are ready to organize at your place – help customers
help themselves. We enable your personnel to analyze
failures and perform minor repair works properly themselves. Thus, a waste of time or possibly a downtime
is reduced distinctly and you can avoid shortages in
production.

ThyssenKrupp Industrial Solutions
Subsidiaries and locations

SUPPORT

